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information
[Website]
https://www.greg.cab
[Telegram]
https://t.me/gregethmoon
[Twitter]
https://twitter.com/greg_ethmoon
[Medium]
https://medium.com/@gregtothemoon
[Reddit]
www.reddit.com/user/GREGTOTHEMOON
[Github]
https://github.com/GREGTOTHEMOON
[Youtube]
https://www.youtube.com/@GREGTOTHEMOON
[BUY IT]
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?&inputCurrency=
0xc02aaa39b223fe8d0a0e5c4f27ead9083c756cc2&
outputCurrency=
0x2B9a49417F9c9c8Dd18EF5bb37c20637441Ad67a&use=V2 
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INTRODUCTION

What is GREG token?

im greg I like football and stocks and my birthday im from kentuckey. I'm a investor. I 

like to golf at the golf course.

GREG is a unique and innovative cryptocurrency that was created with the goal of 

becoming the ultimate meme coin. The name GREG itself is a play on words that 

captures the essence of the project, with "GREG" resembling the phrase "Greatest Ever

" in sound and appearance. The GREG token is designed to be used as a form of 

payment for a wide range of goods and services. Whether you're buying a shirt from a

 popular meme brand, consuming content created by some of the internet's brightest

 minds, or simply transacting with others on the platform, GREG aims to be the go-to 

token for all things meme-related.
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GREG Big Dream.
GREG  Token was born June lst 2021 with the goal of being a decentralized meme
project with a purpose. GREG is a fun meme with a serious mission to rescue dogs
in need, bring crypto adoption to the main stream with new concepts such as rewards,
NFTS, decentralized exchanges, and credit card for crypto payment on our website.

w

With in the first 21 Days of birthGREGToken made history surpassing 100,000+ holders.

GREG Swap
We are one of the first meme coins to oer a live decentralized swap directly on our 

website right aer launch.

GREG Card Pay
We are one of the first meme coins to oer credit card for crypto payments directly on our 

website.

GREG Paw Wallet
On our road map our paw wallet will have users track their rewards gained from 

reflections, wallet balance, coin valuation, and more.

GREG NFTs
Our largest project in the works is our NFT marketplace. We will allow users to create and 

buy/auction their own NFTs and plan to allow users to donate a % to helping save dogs.

GREG Swag
A merchandise store for $ShibaFloki holders to proudly support their favorite meme in 

the real world with the proceeds to benefit the project and help more dogs in need.
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GREG is decentralized and supported by its 
communityof enthusiasts. We encourage open 
communication and
believe trust, transparency, and community are the 3 pillars
to building longevity.

TRUST
In cryptocurrency market trust is paramount. That means full
transparency not only in the community and development but
also in security eorts. GREG has been audited by a third
party dessert finance and has burned and locked majority of
the LP tokens. No rug pulls here only cute GREG.

COMMUNITY
GREG is one of the fastest growing and most loved
communities in crypto we believe that only together we are
strong. Community is everything and GREG strives to
include everyone from around the globe. We have multiple
telegram channels dedicated to our international communities.

LONGEVITY
GREG is in for the long haul. The decentralized
community is fostering and adopting long term development
of the ecosystem and foundation in eorts to drive real use
cases, and greater rewards beyond any temporary trends

www.greg.cab
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GREG TOKEN

Advantages of the erc20

contracts with much greater speed and eiciency than other, competing chains. With 
decentralized exchanges on ETH oering lightning-fast swaps and extremely low fees, 
ETH has started to become one of the most widely used blockchains for Decentralized 
Finance(Defi).ETH uses a token protocol developed by the ERC-20. Known 

for 5 second block speeds much faster than doge with 1 minute block speeds. 
These 2 articles compare blockspeed:

 are:

It’s a sovereign blockchain, which will provide security and safety to all users and
developers.

Its native dual chain interoperability will allow cross-chain communication and scaling
of high-peormance dApps that require a fast and smooth user experience. It’s EVM-
compatible and will support all of the existing Ethereum toolings along with faster and
cheaper transactions.

Its on-chain governance with Proof of Staked Authority consensus, built on 21 validators
who validate the transactions, will provide decentralization and enable significant
community involvement.

w

GREG Token is not responsible for the actions of the erc-20 network
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GREG is fully decentralized and owned by its fun, 
vibrantcommunity. We welcome and embrace diverse 
perspectives
to build GREG into the best community in crypto. With 
ado-good mission of helping save dogs in need.

INSTANT REWARDS
For every transaction in the GREG network a 5% fee 
isdistributed to existing holders. That means you earn more
GREG just by holding it in your wallet. Watch your Shiba
Floki grow every transaction!

LOCKED LP
Liquidity tokens are burned and locked. Additionally, 5% of all
transaction fees are added to liquidity.

Here you can view LP holders:

www.greg.cab



Thank You

Stay Updated
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